The Militaxy Evaluation of Geographic Areas project (MWnA), U. S. Arr7y
Materiel Ccomand Project No. 1-T-2500I-A-131, has as one of its objectives the denscrption of terrain factors in terms of their effects on military activities. Presentation of terrain-effect data in the form of tactical maps is considered to be one of the essential products of the project. To be wost useful, such a map must contain considerable detail; but it must , also be of a useable size, which implies generalization, and this in turn "implies loss of detail. A possible solution for this dJllemma is offered in this paper. ii .
--a function of the map scale, being the smallest area in which a legible map symbol can be drawn; this area is here called a "mapping cell." If a map is initially compiled at such a scale that the smallest structural cell characterizing the populations being mapped either coincides with or is larger, at the map scaZe, than the mapping cell, all distributions can be mapped with nearly complete fidelity. The reliability of such a map approaches 100 percent. Scale.
reduction of such a map implies that one or more of the structural cells become smalfer than the mapping cell at the reduced scale. Normally, this means that areas of lesser extent than the mapping cell cannot be shown and are therefore merged into the map unit of greater occupance, resulting in a map unit characterized in the legend as a single population, but in fact representing areas composed of two or more populations. Such a map unit has a "reliability" of substantially less than 100 percent. Retention of detail with scale reduction depends upon recognition of the scalar relationships between the mapping cell and the structural cells of the populations being mapped. The boundaries between the units are generalized according to a set of prescribed rules, and a legend is designed consisting of diagrammatic representations of "unit areas" in which the relative proportions, as well as the schematic positional relations of all populations comprising the generalized map unit are identified.
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Retention of Detail in Map Generalization
It is co:=zonly held that compilat-ion of a small-scale map from a large-scale rap, or from raw datta, necessarily involves simpliffication or the eliminatý.on of unessential detail. Miller and Voskuil1 (19064) express the attitude that "generalization is a process of evaluation, selectioti, .,.nd empihasif , and alter developing this concept, conclude that every thematic ra.) presents a special problIem, and "although the objective of the map must be ken~t constantly in mind, freedom of expression must be permitted."
A map is, &lmost by necessity, usually smaller than the territory represented, ani the reduction of scale is accormpanied by a proportionate loss of A detail, wiich is in other words a loss of information. But might we not agree that it, would be useful not, only to =4i ,imize this loss, but also to be consisten't in th! selecti--nr and eliminatic~n of that. Vhich is lost? It is not difficult to conceive of a situation w~herein "practical experience combined with co~on sense aneý a flair for th~e subJect" (Miller and Vosk~uil 19064) , may be not only inadequat~e but even d-angerous. Fig. 1 shows a portion of a "traffi cability map" of Fort Stewart, Georgia, (USAE-W-:S l~54). The caption states that "This. map shows intell~igence onI cross-couantry (off-_ýroad) rmovemen-t a~eni~to corres pond with the sca7_.ý cf the rxi'. * Evaluations different from Thcse indicated hereon may occ-ur i~n areas too smr.ll to d,-'Lircatc. * Hence this iaD does not tprec-, de neces Aity for rect nzaissance and other detailled intelligence for tactical operatio~zs." 7he qu,ýstion is, then, does it accomplIish its objective? in a c-u(.e Sort of iUaý', probably it &.ozs; but in a specific way, most assur~edly it does n-ot. Wculd it not be hel;nful to know hoaj nrmch re-zonnaissance effor; wyald be necessary~ in various places, or, preclu3.iing the opportunity for reconn-issance, to e'now the probabilitg for or q~a-&r.3st . a successful traverse between two given points? W~hat rules or guidelines did the authors use to eccomplish t-eIr generallization? How consistently were they applied? In short, how reliable is this map? *Present author's italics.
Again: a comparison of the legend with the map suggests that while a more or less distinct directional pattern exists, nonetheless much of the area is trafficable at l..±ast during the dry period, being classified in the A, B, and C categories.
But a closer study of the accompanying text reveals that the C areast "will be passable during dry periods, but doubtful cnd iaZgassabZe local spots (too srnzll to rnap)* will occur [into the dr& season, i.e., into early June]." For an operation in June, then, the legend is misleadingly favorable, whereas the descriptive material promotes hesitation. W•nat was cbnsidered "too small to map"? How frequent or numerous are these "local spots"? How distributed? I'hat, indeed, is the probability of a successful operation in June?
First, that we might not be deluded, we must admit, and keep firmly in mind, two undeniable and imperative facts:
(1) With no exceptions, a map can show locations and distributions of only classes of things-whether events, objects, or whatever; a corollary of this is that where the data being classed represent a continuum there will inevitably be borderline cases, requiring subjcctive decisions as to which "class" or mapping unit these borderline data should be assigned; and (2) no map can ever be better than the data upon which it is based.
'These two facts are irremediable limitations of every map. The implications are that subjectivity can never be completely eliminated from the mapping process, and that its effects will be functions of the rigidity with which theclass limits are defined, and the quantity and quality of the data. It is apparent that the reliability of any map will be a function of the effort expended, first in the data collection, and secona in the care with which taose data are displayed.
Let us now apply these general concepts concerning the nature and limitations of maps to the construction of an improved version of the trafficability map, and, by extension, to the proper construction of any map on which gross generalization would seriously detract from its value. It is assumed that the purpose of the map would jx,.-cify the effort of gathering detailed infornazion, but that this information must be displayed on a map of convenient size.
tSpecificaliy C 1 , the better of the C group, but C2 is similarly described. iPresent author's italics.
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A standard =-.thod of measuring trafficability-the ability of a soil to support traffic by a given vehicle or class of vehicles-is to obtain two n.umbers, the cone index and the remolding index, and combining these to produce a single number, the rating cone index (USAM.ES 1956). It is not necessary to detail here the sampling procedure, but these indices are sions of certain mechanical properties of the soil, and are measured by a Doint, sIple system--i.e., a sample which requires very little space. It is therefore entirely possible to sample virtually every square inch of soil, and to map the data at a scale of 1:1. Such a map would have a reliability of 100 percent. But while possible, it would hardly be practical-for obvious reasons, not the least of which is that the vehicle occupies an area of more than 1 square inch.
Let us assume that zhe given vehicle occupies 100 square feet, or thereabouts. It would not-be impractical to sample at this density, nor would it be impractical to map points at this density, at a very large scale, say 1:1000.
Let us therefore decide that the density of samples in the field will be such as to reveal areas of this size, and the first map shall be at such scale that this area will be represented by a square 0.01 foot on a sidea coavenient minimum size for plotting numbers on a map. Now, recall that the rating cone index is a ratio-i.e., a dimensionless number. Realizing this, it is apparent that it would not be realistic nor ineeningful to rap each number, because in fact all those below a certain number represent "no-go" situations, or impassable conditions, and all those above that number permit "go"; bu= "go" situations can be further subdivided according to degree of go, i.e., difficulty of passage, as for example, first gear, second gear, third gear-or on the basis of season, etc.; in the present case both of these, and perhaps others. The upper and lower limits of these "degrees of go" are determined by actual field trials, and thus will be determined the "classes" of thinus to be mapped-i.e., the "mapping units." (Whether the z7=,ers are plotted on the zap and the &roup boundaries then determined, or '4ether the data are classified before being mapped is really irrelevant.)
Now, as a matter of review, we have determined the classez of things to '.-napped, and we have determined that sone of these classes offer c1e.!cal conditions, even though their occupance consists of quite small, discontinuous patches.
We have therefc--e decided to obtain a rather dense sampling, and to map these at a rather large scale. A seguent of the.
resultant map might look like izat .shown as fig. 2 . J But we have also stipulated that the final map must be "of convenient size,' and obviously a map at this scale must be much too large to conveniently serve its purpase (planning of tactical operations), and therefore it must be ,ued, say to a scale of 1:25,000, the scale of fig. 1 ; =ad since at least
.!xe areas of the critical classes are quite small, it is evident that at such a reduced scale they would be very small indeed-as witnessed by the photographic reduction of this map, shown at lower right in fig. 2 . Iany if not most of these small areas would in fact disappear, being "too small to map." ihey would not, unfortunately, lose their significance in the territory.
Determine the occupancy of the various "types," or mapping units, in the area being mapped.
C,=
1.3%**
D= 21.5%
C3
3.20
"But notice that all of these "types" except C3 can be retained at the reduced scale; we therefore need not be concerned with them. We are concerned only with the loss of C3, and with its relationship with C2. We therefore need not be concerned with its occupancy relative to the total territory, but only with its occupance relative to C2. If we let C2 + C3 = 100%, and then measure the area of C3 relative to this, we find that C3 = 5%. We notice also that the patches of C 3 are more or less random within the greater area of C2.
We are now prepli'red to undertake the reduction. It is shown as fig. 3 . Now at first glance this looks not unlike a tiny portion of the map of fig. 1 , but it differs in one important respect. Note that in thelegend, the napmping unit indicated as C2 is symbo--.:-d as a. composite comprised of the two typce C2 and C3, and that not only is the occupancy of C3 stated quantitatively in ter•s of percent of 02, but its distribution can also be interpreted.
= This exale is not exactly correct, since fig. 2 represents only a very small portion of the total area being mapped. A false impression can be avrided here by forgetting fig. 2 for a time, and accepting these calculations as haaving been based upon the total area of Fort Stewart.
// This has been accomplished simp2y by adding to the legend a descriptive syrbol consisting of a square divided into 100 units (i.e., a grid 10 x 10 niits) so that each unit represents 1'o, and then distributing 5 units (thus 5%) randomly within it. Somewhere in the descriptive text the type C 3 would be described just as are the other types.
There are som-e variations on this theme which should be examined: -First, suppose that type C 3 were not so uniformly distributed throughout type C 2 , but instead only in some places were these "persistent =idholes" aggregated. In this event, we should have delineated on the map the areas wherein these aggregations occurred, indicated the areas so delineated as C 3 on the map, and supplied an additional synbol in the legend, as shown in fig. 1 .
Next, suppose that these "persistent mudholes" which we have designated C 3 , while exhibiting the same pattern and distribution as suggested above, actually in places occupied more of the territory than C 2 , i.e., assu•s that there is in places a dense pattern of these mudholes set into a continuous reticulum of C 2 , such that in these places the mudholes occupy 65% of the area, and C 2 occupies 354. There is no doubt that by the standards used in preparation of the nap of fig. i , these places would, on the basis of occupancy,; have been delineated as C 3 , and mapped as such, with the result that the C 2 would have been lost in these places. The interpreter would then have presumed that the areas are i-passable until later in the spring than the C 2 areas, whereas in fact with a carefully chosen (albeit perhaps tortuous) route, they would be passable.
Our solution to this problem would consist of, as before, mapping these places as C 3 , but then describing then in the legend as shown in Mg. 5.
Also, as a corollary of these two points, it should be noted that in the territory the densities of m.dholes might be variously distributed.
exc--ple, both of these conditions might exist, as well as places with itervening densities.
In this event, a mapping unit would be erected for each recoiizable and deliminable population density. Our success in th.s would depend upon our ability to establish sig.i'ficant population density classes, and to reco,ize these on the ground.
Finally, it =st be observed that in our exa=ple we assu ed that these "persistent mudholes" exist only within type C 2 , whereas in fact, L according to the descriptive text, they are present also in C 1 and in B1
and B2.* Obviously the example is somewhat oversimplified, but whatever the conditions, an approach to a solution should be becoming evident.
I i
It is now necessary to introduce some important concepts, which we have in the preceding discussion invoked without acknowledgment. These are the concepts of "horogeneity," of the "structural cell," and of the "mapping c'll."
The concept of ho=ogeneity is not new; it has beea the subject of =uch discussion by both geographers and plant ecologists (Goodall 1952 , Greig-Smith 1957 , Cain & Castro 1959 , Duncan et at 1961 , and though this I discussion has been both pro and con, it has not really acquired the aspects of a controversy. The main theme of the discussion revolves about the question of whether or not it is a useful concept, in that it is often LA difficult to draw the limits to that which is to be considered a homogeneous population. Without reviewing th-literatuiz, then, it will be useful to set forth here eu interpretation of the concept.
As the word implies, ho .geneity re-fers to the state or qualry of unifdrmilty, but this si•ple definition iz not quite adequate in the present context. It =mst be qualified by a definition of the -ermbers of -he popuiation; for, in the words of Goodall (1952 , p 224), "Ro-.3ll (1925 , 1926 j brought forward the valuable idea that homoaeneity must depend on scalethat while vegetation (or any pattern) may appear heterogeneous when con--i sidered in detail, on a larger scale it may be homogeneous." Howogeneity is, after all, a relative matter.
If, for exaple, we are concerned with a stand of trees, we can define it should be note~d that these "persistent =udhols" in unit C ame not enclaves of umit B; nor are thoce in unit B the same as those in tnit C. The differences are se-sonal variations in drying time, due partly to soil and partly to elevational differences.
--d f half
of'h tndcnit of oak and th~e other half cons ists Of pine, then the stand must be regarded as consistiMng-of two populations.
&i aain, if the two species are i-m-itorrmly distributeZ. in a ixed stand, FT then this will be a homogeneous mixture.
UT
If a wooded area is occupied by trees uni J.r-dZy distributed except for scattered grassy openings, then either the trees constitute a homogeneous -* asserblage and the openings constitute enclaved but discrete hom-ogeneous I assemblages, or the two together en toto constitute a homogeneous assemblage consisti'.g, of a mixture of trees and grassy openi.ngs. Thus a population =ay be spoken of a--being homogeneous, by which is i*plied that thAe population -is uniform with respect to the distribution, occurrence, size, or other specified attribete of-its members, w~hether these "menoers" be stems, oak trees, oak Itrees vith a knot on tý,e third lmcorn patches., barren hillsides, or whatever. To go one step further,, it is often helpf'ul to recognize that there are 4ifferentw ZeusZs of homogeneity, and there are different dzgreeo of homogeneity. 'The difference between these is subtle: basically, degree of homogeneity refers to the amountu of variation permitted in the population, i.e., the degree of refinem-ent or crudeness of the classes; whereas level o.f4 homo-encilty refers to the definition of the members of t~he population, i.e., to the kind of thing being classifiei. 1Nov, of';en there is a degree of subeecttVity involved in delfining the level and degree of homogeneity which is to be accepted. as a =ap~ping uni but this subjectivity can be m-inimized. The degree of homogeneitty is a function of purpose, and the level of homogeneity is a function of scale. in the developn=*nt above of the trafficability =api, the degree of homogoeneity --was minimized experimentally w~hen the classes of rating cone index were established by field trials, and the level of homogeneity was rether rigidly established Vhen it was decided to malke a very duznse sampling an%-to nap these at a very large scale. When this map was reduced, the effect. of reduced scale cc this level of homogeneity, i.e., the loss of detail, was ziniized by the device em--loyed-in the legend.
The plant ecologists' interezt in the problem of homogeneity derives from a desire to minimize the sam-ling procedure, but to do so without destroying the validity of the sample. Whatever the difficulties attendant upon delimitation of a homogeneous population, such a population, once delimited, must necessarily be subject to statistical analysis.
• 4 "Statisticians are quite convinced that, given a population, there, is * a minimum sam~ple by which th~at population can be described with any desired reliability, and furthermore, the size of that minimn sample can be predicted on the basis of a relatively small preliminary sample. It would seem that with things distributed areally, and when it is the spatial relationship which is of interest, this minimum sample would become a minimum area, and it is no doubt an application of this idea from which has developed the concept of a "minimal area" (Goodall 1952 , Greig-Smith 1957 , Cain & Castro 1959 ). "Minima area," as defined by Cain & Caztro (1959, p 167) , is "the smallest area that provides sufficient space or combination of habitat.
conditions for a particular stand of a community type to develop its essential cobination of species or its characteristic composition and structure." "Although this idea has been the subject of much discussion and consternation (see references), there can be little doubt that, conceptually, it is a valid statistical measure-the discussion revolves about an uncertainty as to its application, not its validity-and it is not necessary here to review this discussion, nor to dwell upon the minimal area concept. It is sufficient to state that by an application of this concept to the special interpretation of homogeneity presented above, there has evolved the idea of a "structural cell."
In its simplest form, this concept postulates that there exists a miimal area for each and every attribute or characteristic of any givenplant assemblage, and that any or all of the mininal areas rwy be different fro any .or all of the other minimal areas for the attributes of the given P assemblage. In other words, a total.plant assemblage conalist nat si;ý3ly of a collection of species, but of a collection of different populations,, the "=rbersu" of which are defined as the different characteristics of the plants.
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* Let "structural cell" be defined as "the minimum area which includes
•a statistically sinificant sample of all of the important variations, in terms of selected parametzrs, present in a given plant assemblage." It is thus not quite synonymous with the "minimal area" as conceived by the plant ecologists, since it depends upon a definite statement of the attribute or attributes by which it ic determined; and as such may be a composite s'ample of several "populations" (granted, "species" may be one of these, but only Sone) depending upon the puarpose of the sample. The problem, then, is to determine that sample size which minimizes the variance of the component means.
Because areal distributions of various things, e.g., tree stems or "persistent mudholes," are of prime consideration in cdrosb-country mobility, the Waterways Experiment Staticn (USAEWMES) has explored the stractural cell concept with some intensity, and with some rather interesting results (OMills 1963 , Marshall Univ. 1963 , 1964 . Again, there is not space here to elaborate these results; it is sufficient to state that not only does the structural cell provide a valid measure of the dispersion of a population, but it can a-so be used to determine the limits of that pouplation. Abdalthougý it should be obvious, it L-ight not be amiss to point out that the size.of the structural cell is a function of the density of the population.
It remains now to exploit these two concepts in the mapping process.
it has already been shown that the smallest area that can be shon on any man is dictated entirely by mechanical considerations-it must be large enough to accommodate a legible symbol. This, then, shall be the definition of a "mapping cell"-the srallest area which it is possible to draw and identify on the map being const. acted, i.e., in which a legible symbol can be placed.
ThouGh the actual size selected as the . apping cell is sTomehat optional, it is controlled to some extent by the complexxty of the symbols to be portrayed, or by other considerations. Bu-t once selected, it represents the absolute minim =mappable area of the territory, and the area of the territory which it represents is a !ýctin vf t+he map scale. In the exple abve, a 0.01-foot square was adopted as the rapping cell, and this represented 100 9 square feet on the ground. This unit was chosen in this case for the reason that it is desirable to keep both sides of the scale in the same units, in this case feet. It could as well have been a circle of diameter 0.1 inch, or a few nillimeters, etc.
Since the mapping cell is the s=alest definable area on any given man, it follovs that the mapping sche=e em-loyed must include provisioSs for characterizing an area of that size as an homogeneous unit. But recall that a structural cell is the smallest area by which an homogeneous population can be adequately defined and described. These two assertions are i almost parallel-the mapping cell is to the map " what the structural cell H is to the territory. Terefore, if a map is initially compiled at such W scale that the smallest structural cell characterizing the populations being mapped either coincides with or is larger than the =sanoing cell, the distributions of all the mopulations can be mapped with nearly complete fidelity.
The reliability of such a map approaches 100%.
Aj-ain in the exanple pbove, the structural cell concept was invoked, but only in a siubtle way. In the first c-e, the mizes Der se, of the rudholes deterrdmed whether or not they would be mnwpedand it was thus the mapping cfZl which ezerted the most direct control .n the maoping units.
In the siuoseqaent varia, tions on the exam•m.pe, however, i.e., those in which ii were recog-ized various "densities" of the =udholes, the poeula't-on &nsities of the ,dhoies, ami not their size, for-m-ed the basis for delimit-"-ng the =mapimn units. Mhe muholes, per se, beca= the "markers" of the L populations, and the structural cell concept was invoked in delimiting these p'uleations on the basis of densities. Because scale reduction inevitably involves generalizatioa of detail, the hiaily complex bcvidaries between ma-pping units dramn at large scales beco=e proZrcszively less complex as scales are reduced. Mhe process of scale reduction then resolves into the development of an obective and consistent, method of generalizin-g bo=&_ies.
2y definitlion, the small-scale rap has a mapping cell vhich covers a larger r--ea an V.e, grmn than doe--the =appinr cell of the large-scale :MP.
-Thus if the rapping cell of the propoced sma!!-scale zap is increased to t the scale of the large-scale rap, it will be lar1ger than the napping cell of the large-scale map. This is illustrated in fig. 6 ; if the rapping cell is Sa circle with diaxeter 0.1 inch, the &round diameter at 1:20,000 is 56 yards, and at 1:250,000 it is 694 yards.
..ow•, if the center of the eenlarged s-all-scale mapping cell is passed along a unit boundary on the large-scale rap, and if on either side of the boundary, lines are drawn tangent to the =apping cell as it is passed along, then a band will be generated along the original boundary.
In fig. 7 , t-he boundary between prairie and forest is dralrm on nap A at a large scale. Assme that it is to be redravn at a smaller scale, such that it requires a waaping cell with diarater eCuixalent to the 100-meter bar at bottom of the dadigram. Clearoy, a broad band will be generated to include the entire area of interfingering, plus a little more on each side ( fig. 7B ). The smal.l-scale boundary equivalent is then detaerined in either of two ways: by bisecting the generated band (bisection method) (fig. 7C) ; or by establishing a third rapping vMit bounded by the tangent lines (tangent method) ( fig. 7D ).
With either method, the result will be a drastic generalization of small?
cremnulations, the elimination of tongues and enclaves which cover less than half the area of the mauping call, etc. The characteristics of the resultant =aps, however, wil b--cute different, With the bisection :ethiod 5 (fi~g. yc), the &istribution patutern off the origina units is lost, so that the reader cannot identify places where "enclaves or tongues have been Gazer-li-zed out. Jal that is retained is a M _positive staterwnt of the relitbility.
With t4ne tangent method ( fig. 7D ) not oly is there a positive statezent of the reli bility, but also the pattern of distribution is retained, enabling zhie rea~er to identify• the p•laces where tcna~aes, etc., have been gezerzý'Iizzea ! away. The resultan-t r.. , however, is necess-rily some4hat more complex than "is the one reaulting from the bisection rathod.
B isection. of the goeae xdi cO=p by inscribing within it another serae• of circles, this one a sinje row with variable diZcrtera tangeut to the bowidsriea of the generztti band. A line cnnuecting the ce:tars of ;*ecc circles then bisects the brzd. So-. of these circles have bpee retained on tig. 8 nils -leads to the seemin''y anozmalou.3 staterment that, iz order to retain a lanse-scale d stribut.."on oc~ at ~zed s-Cles, -:t is oftean necess~j t o employ a larger n-anbei-of n~ppin-units. And indec.ý sogeneralizations i_--ozed by scale =Vy require a more cozmiex symbolic -structure to avoid loss of' =.aning. Ineviltab~y, Seneralizetion bty either rethod will result in sorte b_ý'ds, -=too narrow, and areas too small, to map --t the reduaced scale. The advantage of the technque lies in the fact t~hat it offers a way to treat these sit-uctions conlistently and qu-~rtitatively, and turo retain the boundary relattion-I ships -which otherwise vould be lost.* Some exzpales. of how these areas "ftoo salto map" wiloccur are shown as "denied areas" on fig. 8,whc 0as
shows the results of k=_2yiang alternative =-.1. Ga of 'generalizatio.14.M Uhich method of generalization is em~pcloed for any given case is opinahing in bart denendent upon the willingness t1.o com-promise reli-4 -ability for simpli-city. 5xis in turn is sonMewhazt dependent. upon ithe frequency and natute of the, denied areas. If they are infrequaent, then they vill have small influence on the relialility; if they are frequent, _ but there axe not recoziizable re'oetfitive poatterns., the lozs of reliability -might be ino-re acceptable than ithe creation of toco may complex maipjing =is Ia aty case, the decision as to which method v-i1l be adopted wilbe somewhaat dkpendent, vpc the purp.ose o.A. te =sp. Unotne3ly-purse it, not" el-ways ;zsy to define. If, for exe=_ple, the pulttose is to convey as -"d information about the vegetation ina desert ar-ea as is Dossib2.e to retain at sow-a given s=1l scale,, then th-ere tight occur a case i.n which it will be =,-cessar7 1to decide Vaich sho-O-IZ dý 2 porraedwih greater fideli~ty-a-_-cactus ase lage with modrate:-L3y 4.4d-sae but, loose-Lointed, Zazardous!,y spiny char-actuerIistics, or an horrendous ca-4:isclaw thi~c&te with its less severe (albeit, respect.able) wpines butiW eeral enanemntof branches. The zroblon i this case is to decide whi.ch haS zoe"inforlmaticn content"i-a. decision which niG~ht be equally,-dificulz whe.er ' the~urozewer fo th pl'in ofcros" -co=%try moverent of zilitarytrop zad equi:tct or for the analysits of biolo,. &~ eAtosp. 12j * ~In ord!er. to assure conisec idelnwth these situationz, it might be useful to develop a. set of -rules, based upon w6h-atever considerations -seem most a. ropriate to the circumstances, and this set of rules Wod' be included in the descriptive text accompanying the map.
Figgs. 9A-D illustr ate possible -. solutions to other situations. Obviously, in each of these cases there has been employed a device for deternininge the confidence values -or each mapmping unit at the sii'a1 scale. This is, of course, as was done in the example of the trafficabillity map, not~hing more than rmoasuring-the occupance of all1 the classes of things within the re-created u nit s o n th ne large-sc-I e maps, and zransferring these to the legend symbol prior to t-he actual reduction. The greater the reduction, of course, th-e zore comnilicated must be the legend.
It must not be forgotten that the occup-ance values for a given makpping --unit are colitupnte basis of the occuniance of that unit in the totaZI area zeiing Pnz=ped-Mhe implication is that. for tnits which occur in smaIll disconnec~ted-areas scattered variously ever the teirit41ory, there m4st be two ckaraceteristics co-mon to every area designzted as that unit; to witt:fI the cozmponnt classes of things. inc'uded in that unit musIt-occupy approximately the same relative proportions of each area designated as that uni~t, and they must11 also exhiibit a smile:r distribution paittern in each area designated as tha, unit.
imhat is to be acce td as "appo imtesy -e sane Drpo. .io.s" and "similar" distribum-tion zmttern will1, of coutrse, be related t#-o the accepteble.4-4 li=its of variation in the classes of t~hingszz being m-apped, and, agarmn, tothe villinoness to compronise reliabilit o ipiiy oho hs prcblems hava been di scussed above. The izportant point here! is1 th at t~. legend di~a sthe def L innitionn of the r-apping unnit, end therefore any-hins tan~ed as th.a t uimt zust be properly repr~esemnted by the diagram, and interpretab.le zro it.-Finally, sicc the fiz mnienrly cedctuon the sine of tlte rzoping; cell -*Zed in its ccnstruction, the cell mas~t always, be def-Le on the man. It is at lea~s-as inoran a the scale and the zorth arrow.
13.
Though this schere seer= a bit complicated, it is in fact only slightly tore time-consuning then conventional ,ethodz, wnd since it is ualmost entirely it is consstent; if the final =r-D is the result of a roun 10:cancl ittisbusit•'..tllsth effort, its reliability is not a variable dependent upon thc arbitrary --d ecisions-of the diff-erent dralfts-on. _:ot only this, but it also tells the reaer how accurate it is. S, Thinking in different ter-.s, it is often useful to interpre: things in terts of probabilities. In effect, the legend diagrams and the-confidence values are statements of nroabilities. Becatuse the confidence value is a statemzat of the proportion of the aea occupied by a given class within a nan unit as a who•e, ft follo'V's t' n.aM number of points selected at rando_ within th9t map unit uifld, or the average. fal± within the given class the Percezftza-e of ti*aras represented -by, the confidence values. For examxple, a parachutist bailing out over en area =aned as unit A in fig. -0 wouid stsapproximate2ly one chance in 17 of lading in ._pe 8. Another interpre:ati'M would be 'that, if types 12 cnd 8 are hazardous drop areas, a drop in unit A could be enected to be apmproximately 822% effective.
A map Vhich perzits inte.rretaticns such as these would seem a thigz devoutly to be wished.
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